


AGENDA

▸ 9 global trends driving media into the future - James Hewes, CEO, FIPP 

▸ Why quality journalism cannot do without reader revenues - John Wilpers, Senior Director USA, Innovation Media Consulting 

▸ Panel : Expectations for media in 2019 - Tom Bureau, CEO, Immediate Media & Natasha Christie-Miller, CEO & President , Ascential 
Intelligence, interviewed by James 

▸ The World In… - Mark Beard, SVP Global Acquisition & Publisher, The World In…, The Economist 

▸ UPM forestry meets global trends - Timo Lehesvirta, International Sustainable Forestry Lead, UPM Communication Papers 

▸ How brands innovate to become media – including in print - Ed Marr, Group Head of Commercial Publishing, Media Partnerships, 
Thomas Cook 

▸ Using data and insight to create stories kids love - Hayley Granston, Commercial MD, Beano Studios, UK 

▸ Networking Drinks 

▸ FIPP Rising Stars Awards 

▸ FIPP Insight Awards
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WE EMPOWER OUR MEMBERS TO BUILD 
MARKET-LEADING INTERNATIONAL MEDIA 

BUSINESSES THROUGH INTELLIGENCE, 
SOLUTIONS & PARTNERSHIPS

FIPP CORE PURPOSE



INTELLIGENCE :  

bespoke content across our 
portfolio of digital media and 

live events

SOLUTIONS : 

targeted lead generation 
and discussion forums for 
suppliers targeting media 

owners

PARTNERSHIPS : 

enabling media owners to 
make the connections they 

need to grow their 
business

WHAT WE DO



FIPP MEMBERS
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1. CONSOLIDATION

▸ Recent big deals - Hearst-Rodale / Meredith-TimeInc / 
TimeInc UK - Private Equity / Dennis - Private Equity / Burda - 
Immediate Media / Immediate Media - BBC Good Food etc… 

▸ Consolidation & churn will continue - industry slowdown 
forcing all to focus on market leadership in 1/2 categories 

▸ Three positives - 

▸ New players 

▸ More focus brings new ideas & innovation 

▸ Emergence of new, independent publishers
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2. PAID CONTENT & READER REVENUE

▸ Paid Content - readers are increasingly prepared to pay for 
quality, specialist content … and they understand 
advertising no longer pays the bills 

▸ Subscriptions - invest in knowledge/data to build 
subscriptions; add value through memberships 

▸ E-Commerce transform from media to audience-focused 
content-and-commerce, with seamless transactional 
technology 

▸ Events - build events as a revenue generator driving brand 
loyalty and subscriptions; a great platform for advertisers

‘We now charge the same for a 
digital subscription as for a print 
subscription on the grounds that 

you are paying for the content 
and not the format.’ - Michael 

Brunt, chief marketing officer & 
MD: Circulation, The Economist

‘If it is valued, if it is unique, if 
it is something you can't get 

anywhere else, and if it speaks 
to their passions, makes them 

smarter, gives them 
advantages, and entertains 

them, readers should pay for 
it’ – Juan Señor, Senior Partner 

IMC
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3. THE STATE OF ADVERTISING

▸ Strategy - look again at your advertising strategy, how does it 
integrate with your users' experience? What technology can you 
harness to deliver better results? 

▸ Native - create authentic, opinionated and purposeful native copy; 
break down silos in your business and be transparent; beware the 
native bubble? 

▸ Video Monetisation - partner with platforms to create branded or 
sponsored video content 

▸ Ad Fraud - have a strategy and collaborate with industry partners; 
fraud and view ability both still live issues 

▸ Transparency - underline to advertisers, partners and agencies the 
importance of transparency

‘The areas which have been 
proven to help publishers and 

advertisers grow their 
business are; data proficiency, 

partnerships and trust’– 
Bernhard Glock, Senior VP 

Medialink

‘All the rules for native 
advertising and trust fall under 

one overarching principle: 
respect Is everything!’ - Carla 
Faria, director of The Foundry, 

Time Inc UK
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▸ The power of touch & feel – use print’s tactile nature to 
tap into readers’ senses and marketeer nostalgia 

▸ The ultimate touchpoint - print has luxury appeal, is 
consumed slowly and lingers in consumer households 

▸ Quality medium - that sells and increase brand 
awareness 

▸ Innovation - every year, FIPP’s Innovation in Magazine 
Media Report finds new innovations in printed 
magazines

‘Why try to be part of virtual 
reality if you can be part of 

reality? – Christian Kallenberg, 
director consulting,  We Like 

Mags

‘In a world of fake news and 
uncertainty, print brands feels 
like a tangible trustworthiness’ 

- Rebekah Billingsley, John 
Brown Media

4. PRINT MATTERS



Strong journalism / 
unavailable online

New packaging for existing 
content / enhanced reader value Premium print products
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5. GAFA

▸ Where now for Facebook? - FB future direction 
uncertain, open to dialogue with content providers but 
don’t rely on FB for traffic 

▸ SEO is back! - the renewed importance of the Google 
algorithm  

▸ Amazon is your fastest growing advertising 
competitor - and Amazon Pay starting to show results 

▸ Apple - from bad to good? Clear focus on protecting 
consumer’s privacy and data at expense of rivals

‘…you cannot rely on 
Facebook … to control your 

destiny. The notion that scale 
is everything has been 

replaced by the notion of 
relationships’– 

Vivian Schiller, independent 
editor-in-chief at Weber 

Shandwick

‘By 2021, we believe it is 
likely that advertising 
operating income will 
exceed Amazon Web 

Services.’ – Michael Olson, 
securities analyst
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6. THE POWER OF PLATFORMS & PLATFORM-FOCUSED CONTENT

▸ Video - video content, particularly live, can create high levels of 
deep engagement which can solidify audience/publisher 
relationships … but are increasingly hard to monetise 

▸ Podcasts - have been a roller-coaster but are excellent at building 
brand values and extending reach to premium audiences; advent 
of voice services at scale mean they have better than ever potential 

▸ Voice - this year’s ‘must-do’ activity … or this year’s Snapchat? 

▸ Approach - explore partnerships and branded content; create 
platform specific content with clear brand identity 

▸ Challenge ‘fake news’ - ensure our industry retains credibility and 
protect authentic journalism hope this remains a fad

‘Ask yourself questions about 
new platforms: will they enhance 

the value of the package? Can 
they introduce new subscribers? 

Will they reflect your core DNA? – 
Lucy Rohr, Deputy Multimedia 

Editor, the Economist

’We have found that when you 
create original content for each 
platform it works much better 
for engagement’ – Kalli Purie, 
group editorial director, India 

Today Group 
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7. BLOCKCHAIN - BETAMAX OR VHS?

▸ Plenty of hype & attention - tech community believe it 
will revolutionise entire industry, starting with payment 
systems and distribution platforms 

▸ Starting to be explored by big players - companies 
such as Mastercard, Samsung, Bank of America and 
Santander have announced Blockchain-enabled services 
or projects 

▸ An emerging technology - hard to tell if it will achieve 
consumer-facing scale and prominence or remain in the 
back room powering things

‘… blockchain will change … 
financial practice and 

exchange … 40 years from 
now, blockchain … will figure 
more prominently in that story 

than will bitcoin.’ 
Larry Summers, US Former 

Treasury Secretary

‘Bitcoin gives us, for the first time, a 
way … to transfer a unique piece of 

digital property … such that the 
transfer is guaranteed to be safe and 
secure [and] everyone knows that the 
transfer has taken place, and nobody 

can challenge [its] legitimacy’ 
Marc Andreesen
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8. THE COMING AI REVOLUTION?

▸ Current Usage Cases -  

▸ Powering content recommendations 

▸ Editing homepages or section pages on your website 

▸ Understanding UJs & changing marketing approach for dynamic paywalls 

▸ Basic, routine journalism 

▸ Translation 

▸ What do you need to do? Look at the potential of AI and the problems it 
could help your address. Create an overarching data strategy across both 
advertising and editorial 

▸ Be smart in how you use it - explore how AI could enrich your content 
output by aiding research and commoditising dull and repetitive tasks

‘Leveraging the power of 
artificial intelligence (AI) and 

big data strategies throughout 
the entire value chain should 
already be central for every 
media company.’ - Martha L. 

Stone, CEO of the World 
Newsmedia Network

‘The heavy lifting of 
duplication and generic 
content creation can be 

automated leaving more time 
for creative writing and 
effective storytelling’ – 

Margaret Ann Dowling, MD, 
Create And Translate
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9. TALENT & CULTURE

▸ Compete for talent - attractive employer brand & 
modern work environment to attract & retain right 
people 

▸ Change is ongoing & driven by management - keep 
business agile & open to innovation 

▸ Training - develop new skills sets and train for 
transformation 

▸ Diversity is key - build new networks of talent, culture & 
leadership

‘Invest in people, not 
technology – because 

technology does not change a 
corporate culture’ - Philipp 

Schmidt, chief transformation 
officer and MD: Prisma Media 

Solutions  

‘Company culture is going to 
develop with or without the 

participation of media execs’ -
 Gary Liu, CEO, South China 

Morning Post








